HIKINGIN ANDORRA

55 ROUTE FROM JUBERRI TO LA 		
RABASSA

DON’T MISS...

DID YOU KNOW?...

TOPONYMY

The thrills of the Tobotronc, the longest alpine
roller coaster in the world, 5.3 km long,
which runs from between 1,600-metre and
2,000-metre altitudes, with a 400-metre drop.

Andorra was admitted to the
United Nations on 28 July 1993,
an event that won it international
recognition.

Juberri:
From the Latin iugus, meaning
“yoke”, but ending with erri, from
the Basque meaning “place or
town”. From this town, there are
several different denominations
and, perhaps, separate groups.

Arriving at Conangle

Field maple
(Acer campestre)

The route presented here leaves from the
town of Juberri and follows a stretch of the
GRP, the main national road that runs all over
Andorra. The starting point is surrounded by
black poplar (Populus nigra) and ash trees
(Fraxinus excelsior), which benefit from the
humidity produced by a small stream.
Abundant in this area are trees such as the
cherry (Prunus avium), which produces sweet
fruit during springtime. You may also see a
fairly interesting tree that is rare in Andorra,
the field maple (Acer campestre). Further
along, you’ll see grape vines (Vitis vinifera)

Conangle

andorraworld

Least weasle
(Mustela nivalis)

Juberri Gardens

and some pear (Pyrus communis) and apple
trees (Pyrus malus), as well as fields of tobacco. On the final stretch of the route, the
path is surrounded by ash trees and a black
mulberry tree (Morus nigra).
The most common animals that inhabit the
area include small mammals like the least weasel (Mustela nivalis) and the red fox (Vulpes vulpes). Even if you are not lucky enough to see a
fox, you may be able to infer their presence by
the droppings they leave behind. Notable birds
include the warbler (Sylvia sp.), the tit (Parus
sp.) and the robin (Erithacus rubecula).

55. Route from Juberri to
la Rabassa
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* The best option is to return along the same route, despite
expecting a combination of vehicles as of the 2,000-metre altitude
of Naturlàndia.
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To reach the starting point from Sant
Julià de Lòria, take the Rabassa road
(CS-130) from in front of Laurèdia square heading towards Juberri. The road
crosses the town, with a stretch of the
trail running along the old Arcavell road,
climbing past the communal gardens
adjacent to the urbanisation.
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The route continues along a path that heads
into the forest, passing over the Comabella
plateau and heading up a steep and very
demanding slope until reaching the intersection with the Sant Cristòfol path. Cross
the intersection and continue climbing, from
this point you can enjoy the views from the
Roca Major viewpoint and take the Mirador
del Riu Runer road to reach the 1,600-metre altitude of Naturlandia.
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5.000 m 2h 20’
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The slope softens slightly and you’ll pass
by a couple of clearings in the forest until
you arrive at the forest trail that will take
you to the Els Traginers fountain.
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Cross the trail and go back up the GRP for
a few metres more. After a gentle slope
and a short descent, you’ll come close to
the Conangle plain, where you’ll find the
Naturlàndia mountain activity area, an excellent choice for recreation for everyone
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Go back up through the forest, following
the Runer river valley, Andorra’s natural
border, while alternating between steep
rises and short breaks. When you get to
this point, the path turns to the left heading northeast, toward Fosca pass.
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